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MUCC to reaffirm support for Prop G 
after DNR exerts authority
By Victor Skinner

Michigan United Conservation Clubs is once again leading an 
effort to preserve sound scientific wildlife management, this time 
through a policy proposal at its annual convention in late June. 

MUCC will consider a proposal to reiterate support for the Natural 
Resources Commission’s authority to set hunting regulations, a 
move motivated by recent challenges to that authority from the 
Michigan Department of Natural Resources. 

A supermajority of Michigan voters sided with a coalition 
of hunting and conservation groups known as Citizens for 
Professional Wildlife Management in 1996 to approve Proposal 
G, which gives the state’s seven-member Natural Resources 
Commission exclusive authority to regulate the taking of game. 

The move was a means to insulate decision on hunting 
regulations from politics, and to stipulate game must be managed 
using scientific data and sound management principles. In 2014, 
Citizens for Professional Wildlife Management followed up with a 
citizens petition approved by lawmakers that stipulated the same 
approach for sportfish. 

In the years since, lawmakers, officials at the Department of 
Natural Resources, and state hunting and conservation groups 

2022 MBHA Convention marks big 
comeback after 2021 COVID cancelation
By Victor Skinner

Well over 400 hunters make their way to Shanty Creek Resorts 
in Bellaire for the Michigan Bear Hunters Association’s annual 
convention, where the organization doled out a variety of prizes, 
scholarships and awards aimed at the mission of bear conservation. 

The sold out event marked a strong comeback after the 
coronavirus canceled plans in 2021, breaking an annual tradition 
that stretches back decades. The MBHA featured the convention 
in advance in the previous Bear Facts, and this edition fills in the 
details from the organization’s biggest fundraiser of the year. 

“It was a great turn out, for sure,” said Angie Mondrella, who 
drove up to Bellaire from Rodney. “That’s a good thing.”

Convention attendees heard from Michigan Department of 
Natural Resources large carnivore specialist Cody Norton during 
the daytime program, which also featured Ron Boehme, with The 
Hunting Dog Podcast. 

Norton highlighted DNR data that suggests the Upper Peninsula 
bear population has grown by 13% since 2012 to about 9,200 
bears, while well over 2,700 bears below the bridge represent an 
88% increase over the same timeframe. 

Norton said the statewide harvest of 1,863 bears in 2021 was up 

MBHA Director Brett McVannel poses with state Rep. Sarah 
Lightner, who presented McVannel with a state seal signed by 

lawmakers for his leadership with the Michigan Bear Management 
Cooperator Patch program.

have largely agreed that 
the NRC is the ultimate 
authority responsible 
for hunting and fishing 
decision based on the best 
available science. 

That changed this winter, 
when DNR officials inserted 
parenthetical references 
in to  a  memorandum 
to the NRC regarding 
furbearer regulations that 
cited an old statute, MCL 
324.40107, that asserted 
the DNR, not the NRC, has 
the authority to set new 
hunting units, quotas, bag 
limits, and season dates. 

NRC Chairman Tom Baird told The Bear Facts the development 
followed similar assertions in years amid discussions about 
setting quotas for Michigan’s bear management units. 

“It was asserted that was within the sole discretion of the director 
of the DNR, not the NRC,” Baird said. “Basically, there’s Prop G, 
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President's Message
Hello bear hunters, Hopefully many 

of you were successful in drawing your 
2022 Michigan black bear permit. I 
also hope a few of you were able to 
get lucky enough to draw a coveted 
Michigan elk license! With training 
season is just a few days away and 
the start of legal baiting opening on 
August 11 in the Lower Peninsula and 
August 12 in the Upper Peninsula, 
please remember to be respectful 
of other hunters and landowners. 

Reducing conflicts between other hunters and private landowners 
is a definitive win-win for all of us. We all must share the woods; 
and they can get pretty crowded in September.  

The 2022 primary elections are upon us.  Please take a few 
moments to research your favorite candidates and make sure 
they are solid, pro-hunting and fishing, and are supportive of 
our Second Amendment rights. With anti-hunters fighting harder 
than ever to ban hunting and remove our right to keep and 
bear arms, we must be diligent to select our politicians, based 
on their actions toward the ideals we believe in. In Michigan, 
we have fought hard with our partners to stave off the attacks 
from anti-hunters and have been successful in most areas. For 
our groups to continue to do this, we must have strong, solid 
members at the local levels of government and throughout the 
Michigan House of Representatives and Senate. Please get out 
and vote in the upcoming elections and support your pro-hunting 
and pro-firearms candidates.

There are a very few of the 52-gun tickets left.  If you haven’t 
purchased yours, please email Elisa Kwapis at: 52gun@
mibearhunters.org.  Please don’t forget to enter your 2022 bear 
harvest in the MBHA Big Bear award contest!  Enter at https://
mibearhunters.org/activities/big-bear-award/

Enjoy the great summer weather and get out in the woods! m

MBHA President 
Keith Shafer

“Granola, Caramel, 
Jelly, Frostings, Fillings, 

30# Boxes of Candy, Etc.”
Check our website for prices!

Call for availability!
www.michiganbearbaitman.com

Not For Human Consumption

Bear
Bait

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/MIBEARHUNTERS
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Bill to allow transport of 
loaded firearms on private 
land moves through legislature
By Victor Skinner

A bill that would change how Michigan hunters 
can transport firearms is moving through the state 
legislature. 

Iron Mountain Republican state Rep. Beau Lafave 
is pushing House Bill 4078 to allow Michigan 
hunters to transport a loaded firearm in a vehicle on 
private property. The bill is currently in the Senate 
Committee on Natural Resources, after lawmakers 
in the House voted 65-36 to approve the measure 
in March. 

LaFave told the House Judiciary Committee in 
mid-February HB 4078 is “hopefully the third time 
is a charm type of bill.”

“I introduced it my freshman term in the legislature, 
got it through the House last legislative session, and 
we’ll see if we can get it done this time,” he said. 

HB 4078 states “an individual may transport or possess a loaded 
firearm in or upon any vehicle, including, but not limited to, an 
ATV or UTV, on private land if the individual is, or is accompanied 
by or has the permission of” either the landowner or lessee.

LaFave told lawmakers contradictions in the law and his own 
experiences hunting in the Upper Peninsula with wolves motivated 
him to pursue the change. 

LaFave pointed out a person can carry a loaded .22 caliber 
handgun in a vehicle with a concealed carry license, but cannot 
legally carry the same caliber long gun in a vehicle or UTV on 
private property. 

“It’s a ridiculous situation where the same caliber weapon, 
totally legal, you make the barrel longer, misdemeanor,” he said. 
“I should not be subject to three months in jail for how I transport 
a weapon on my private property.”

LaFave recalled an instance when he was hunting and became 
surrounded by wolves, prompting him to call for a ride from 
a relative in a side by side. Under the law, LaFave was legally 

required to case the gun in the waning daylight with the wolves 
prowling before he could jump in the vehicle to head back to 
camp on his private property, he said. 

Tom Lambert, with Michigan Open Carry, also testified in favor 
of HB 4078 during the House committee hearing. 

“You can carry a pistol on your own property with no licensing 
at all,” he said. “When it comes specifically to your own property, 
this law makes no sense.”

Michigan United Conservation Clubs Executive Director Amy 
Trotter told The Bear Facts MUCC policies adopted in 1976 called 
for all firearms to be cased and secured in a trunk, but members 
voted to rescind those policies in 2020. 

“That just really brings us to neutral on this issue,” she said. 
Trotter noted that current law has resulted in tickets for hunters 

even when they’re not in a vehicle, and noted exceptions to the 
law for pheasant hunting preserves and clay shooting. 

“The stories I’ve heard is technically if you come out from 
hunting and lean your firearm up against your vehicle, or on the 
tailgate, that’s illegal because it’s on or upon a vehicle,” Trotter 
said. “This doesn’t change hunting from a vehicle, but eliminates 
the unintentional violation some hunters have experienced.”

Mike Thorman, legislative liaison for bear and hound 
hunters, said he hasn’t taken an official position on 
LaFave’s bill, but “I do like the part you can lay your gun 
on your tailgate to eat your lunch.”

“The DNR writes tickets for that all the time,” he said. 
A fiscal analysis of the bill cites an “indeterminate fiscal 

impact on local units of government” that depends on the 
number of folks who are charged with violations. Local 
jails and probation offices could save on costs, but the 
loss in fine revenue would reduce funding for libraries.

“The bill would not affect costs or revenues for the 
Department of Natural Resources,” the document read. 

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources opposes 
the legislation, though officials did not respond to repeated 
requests to discuss why. Michigan Gun Owners also 
supported the bill in the House. m

 Dozens of kids took part in the MBHA's kids program at its annual 
convention in March.

The MBHA convention roared back to life in March after COVID 
canceled the event in 2021.
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MBHA Thanks
Wal-Mart Supercenter

Gaylord, Mich. for many 
years of generous support.

Lake City Feed & Seed
Lake City & R&M Family Feeds, Palms

Delivering premium dog food statewide by the ton.  
THE PRIDE dog food.  

These are meat based high quality feeds 
formulated for hunters and breeders.

Full line of dog vaccines, wormers, dog supplies, Bog Boots, 
Garmin Equipment, Astros, and accessories at the VERY 

BEST PRICES.  Trade-ins considered on Garmin Equipment. 
Bear Bait Available - Call Paul for details

Palms, MI                               Lake City, MI 
Shelly (810) 837-0119         Paul (989) 551-1609

Like us on Facebook@LakeCityFeed&Seed and @rmfamilyfeedsllc

Michigan conservation leaders 
skeptical of Biden administration's 
appeal in wolf delisting case
By Victor Skinner

The Biden administration is appealing a federal court ruling 
that returned gray wolves to the endangered species list, though 
Michigan conservation leaders are skeptical the move will improve 
efforts to restore state management. 

The U.S. Department of Justice in late February filed a notice 
of appeal regarding the California federal court case that landed 
wolves in Michigan and other states back on the endangered 
species list, and under federal protections. The move is the latest 
in a political and legal saga that has flipped wolf management 
authority between federal and state officials a half-dozen times 
in recent decades. 

U.S. District Judge Jeffrey White ruled in February that U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife officials did not properly document wolf recovery 
when they delisted wolves during the waning days of the Trump 
administration. Wolf populations in Michigan and other states 
have eclipsed recovery goals for decades, but animal rights 
activists with the Humane Society of the United States and allied 
groups have exploited technicalities in the Endangered Species Act 
to prevent hunting or state management through legal maneuvers. 

Amy Trotter, executive director with Michigan United 
Conservation Clubs, said she’s not convinced the notice of appeal 
means a lot for the ultimate goal of permanently restoring wolf 
management to the Michigan Department of Natural Resources. 

“While it’s a move in the right direction for the Biden 
administration … I’m reluctant to be optimistic about their 
intent to pursue an appeal,” Trotter said, noting a legal deadline 
to preserve the option. “It leaves all their legal options open, but 
it hasn’t been clear to me they’ve made up their mind to pursue 
the option.” 

Trotter is a member of Michigan’s Wolf Management 
Advisory Council, which recently concluded work on a series 
of recommendations for an update Wolf Management Plan. 
Michigan’s current Wolf Management Plan was last finalized in 
2015, and the new recommendations stem from public surveys 
of an array of residents, including many that live in wolf country. 

The recommendations were crafted by a stakeholder group 

representing hunters and conservationists, as well as tribal and 
anti-hunting interests, along with the DNR. Bear and hound 
hunting liaison Mike Thorman joined Trotter on the panel to 
advocate for sound scientific management of wolves in the plan, 
including hunting and trapping as a tool to control the population. 

Trotter said the biggest change from the current plan is the 
recommendation for a hunting and trapping season across 
the Upper Peninsula, with other suggestions centered on 

The kids program at the MBHA convention included crafts, 
cupcakes and an educational program with sledding dogs.
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management action steps, education, outreach and public funding 
for those efforts. 

“A lot of the recommendations are contingent on funding, and 
it needs to be general funds,” she said. 

In addition to wolf plan recommendations, the group also 
discussed ways to improve a format for the council that often 
made progress difficult, though no formal suggestions were 
forwarded to the NRC, Trotter said. 

The advisory council’s recommendations are not binding, 
leaving the NRC to adopt or reject any aspect. DNR officials said 
in February the intent is to have an updated Wolf Management 
Plan in place regardless of developments in the courts. 

How or when wolves’ legal status might change remains unclear, 
as several previous efforts to remove federal protections through 
Congress have stalled as the glacial legal process plays out, 
Thorman said. 

Both Thorman and Trotter believe reforms to the Endangered 
Species Act are necessary to ensure anti-hunters can’t exploit 
the law to promote their agenda. 

“The endangered species law is a terribly written piece of 
legislation,” Thorman said. “It’s really easy to put something 
on the list, but as we can see with the wolves it’s hard to take 
them off.”

Thorman said the law needs reforms “to be more geographically 
specific” and allow state managers to control local populations. 

“All sides know they’re recovered here,” he said. 
Trotter offered a similar sentiment to MLive, pointing out how 

“limiting management of wolves continues to place an undue 

burden on UP residents and removes tools from the Michigan 
DNR to manage ecosystems holistically.”

Trotter echoed Thorman’s perspective that it will take reforms to 
the delisting process before the federal endangered species law 
“will cease to be weaponized against its own victories.”

MBHA President Keith Shafer said the issue with wolves 
is important for bear hunters for a number of reasons, from 
controlling conflicts with hunting hounds to broader implications 
for hunting in general, which is under constant attack from anti-
hunting groups. 

“The MBHA believes in sound scientific wildlife management 
that’s based on the reality in the woods, and there’s no denying 
wolves are more than recovered in the Upper Peninsula,” Shafer 
said. “Nearly every year our members lose dogs to rouge packs, 
which also slaughter numerous livestock and pets with impunity 
under federal protections. 

“Hunting and trapping have proven through decades of tradition 
to be the most responsible and cost effective way to keep wildlife 
populations in balance. That’s a fact,” he said. “The MBHA 
is committed to preserving that tradition, for bears, wolves, 
deer, and all other species hunters have helped to manage with 
resounding success over the last century.” m

MBHA WEB SITE
www.mibearhunters.org
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www.johnsonspropane.com

507 South Otsego, Gaylord, MI 49734
800-292-3941 • 989-732-2451

Kevin Johnson, Owner

4% from the year prior, and 11% above the 10-year average, due 
in part from “very good success rates” in many BMUs.

Norton also shared the results of the DNR’s 2020 Bear Hunter 
Survey, which showed the vast majority - 86% - relied primarily 
on bait only, while about 12% used dogs alone or bait and dogs. 
Overall, 79% of bears harvested were taken over bait, with bait-
only hunters averaging a 33% success rate compared to a 59% 
success rate for dog hunters. 

The survey showed 14% of hunters hired a guide and 51% of 
those hunters were successful. In total, 5,824 people purchased 
a bear license in 2020, or about 35% fewer than in 2010. 

Norton discussed a new schedule for the Michigan Bear Forum, 
as well, which includes plans to move up the annual stakeholder 
meeting to discuss potential regulations from December to 
August this year. 

Other topics Norton covered included the various samples 
collected at check stations, and how the DNR uses them for 
research to determine bear diets and estimate the population. 
Norton discussed wolf and cougar management, as well. 

Boehme, meanwhile, offered a comical take on the differences 
between various hunting dog breeds, from his perspective as a 
bird dog field trial judge. 

“Our dogs don’t get asked to do what your dogs do,” he said. 
Boehme noted that while bear hounds are the toughest breeds 

in the business, they also share a special relationship with their 
owners that doesn’t translate to other types of hunting. 

“You all know your dogs’ voices,” he said. “That does not 
compute. I find it amazing, I really do.”

Boehme pointed to the long history of bear hounds in the U.S. 
and legendary hunts involving names like Daniel Boone, Davy 
Crocket and Theodore Roosevelt, as well as the James Tiger 
Whitehead, who famously killed 99 bears. 

Whitehead, of North Carolina, refused to kill a captured bear 
on his death bed to reach the 100 mark because it was not fair 
chase, Boehme said. 

“We don’t have anything like that in the bird hunting world,” 
he said. 

As hunters enjoyed the daytime speakers and array of raffles, 
youngsters learned about sled dogs in a hands-on experience 
with professional breeders and racers during the children’s 
program. The kids received MBHA sweatshirts, decorated their 

2022 Convention  .. continued from cover

own cupcakes and personalized crafts, and won quality prizes, 
from moose blankets to monster trucks. 

The daytime events concluded with a break for free tubing down 
Shanty Creek’s slopes, followed by buffet dinner featuring talks 
from Michigan’s biggest advocates for bear and hound hunting. 
MBHA President Keith Shafer welcomed dozens of legislators from 
the Michigan House and Senate, as well as Natural Resources 
Commission members, DNR officials, and conservation leaders 
from partners at Michigan United Conservation Clubs, Michigan 
Hunting Dog Federation, Upper Peninsula Bear Houndsmen, UP 
Sportsmen’s Alliance, Discover Outdoor Michigan, the Clam River 
Houndsman Club and others. 

The MBHA also saluted all veterans in the room, while MBHA 
President Keith Shafer joined with state House Speaker Jason 
Wentworth and Rep. Gary Howell to offer a folded American flag 
to the eldest in recognition for his service. 

Former state Rep. Triston Cole spoke about the political 
challenges facing bear hunting, and hunting in general. Cole, who 
is running for Senate, recently launched the nonprofit Discover 
Michigan Outdoors modeled on hound training outings with 
lawmakers he helped to coordinate with MBHA directors. 

“One of the best things we ever did is started doing (sessions 
with lawmakers) about five years ago,” Cole said. “We’ve led many 
legislators who have come out and hunted with us in the woods.”

Cole urged hunters to “form a relationship with your elected 
representatives” to convey what hunting means for them. 

“You will, we will make a phenomenal difference for hunting 
in Michigan,” he said. “MBHA is leading the sportsmen in these 
relationships and getting these folks in the outdoors.”

Mike Thorman, legislative liaison for hound and bear hunters, 
also commended the MBHA for playing a key role in Michigan’s 
conservation community at a time when anti-hunting groups like 
the Humane Society of the United States and others are raising 
more funds and manpower than ever to strip away hunting rights. 

“You guys understand how close we are to losing hunting with 

The MBHA raised thousands for conservation at its annual 
convention at Shanty Creek Resorts through numerous prizes 

and drawings.

...continues on page 7
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hounds,” Thorman said. “We’re really close.”
Thorman offered examples of efforts in Lansing and other states 

to shut down hound hunting through outlawing free casting, or 
other absurd laws for dog owners. 

“It’s all around the country,” Thorman said. 
Thorman also discussed the political status of wolves and 

efforts to restore state management, as well as progress on a 
new Michigan wolf management plan for when that happens. 

Thorman worked with MBHA Executive Director Amy Trotter to 
ensure hunting and trapping were included in recommendations 
for an updated plan that’s heading to the Natural Resources 
Commission. 

“It’s up to the NRC to decide” how to proceed, he said. 
Thorman urged those at the convention to contact their 

representatives in Congress to advocate for the return of wolf 
management to the Michigan DNR. 

“You have to call up,” he said. “That’s what we have to do.”
Maycomb Township resident Carl Skiba appreciated the MBHA’s 

focus on keeping sportsmen connected with the politics of hound 
and bear hunting, which he said is important for preserving 
hunting for the next generation. 

“I thought it was cool, talking about the legislation,” he said. 
“That’s why we came.”

MBHA Director Brett McVannel, who serves as host of the 
convention, received special recognition from Michigan state 
Rep. Sarah Lightner for his leadership with the Michigan Bear 
Management Cooperator Patch Program, which the MBHA took 
over from the Michigan DNR in 2012. 

With McVannel’s leadership, the MBHA has raised thousands 
through patch sales to help fund things like efforts to educate the 
public about bears, trail cameras and tracking collars for DNR 
research, and bear live traps to help with nuisance issues. 

“This gentleman has been the best chairman of the MBHA’s bear 
patch program,” said Lightner, who presented McVannel with a 
state seal signed by member of the House of Representatives. 
“He’s also the best emcee the MBHA has ever had.”

The bear patch program allows students in grades K-12 to 
submit designs for the contest each year, and the MBHA selects 
a winner that’s reproduced as a patch and sold for $5 to hunters 
across the state. The winner receives $100 and recognition at 
the convention. Information about the patches and contest is 
available at MiBearHunters.org. 

McVannel announced both the 2021 and 2022 winners at Shanty 
Creek: Avery Publiski and Nicholas Minch, respectively. 

MBHA Director Sandy May also presented the winners of the 
MBHA-Bill Walker Scholarship, which provides a boost to high 
school and college students with a passion for the outdoors who 
are pursing higher education. The 2022 scholarships totaled 
$3,400, with first place going to Alaina Abledinger, second to 
Justin Boughner, third to Jackson Kulbieda, and fourth to Anna 
Laurenz. 

Abledinger aims to be a veterinarian, and Boughner is heading to 
Alma College to pursue a business degree. Kulbieda, meanwhile, is 
set on mechanical or civil engineering at Michigan Technological 
University.

MBHA member Hannah Huff took the stage, as well, to announce 
the winners of the MBHA’s Big Bear Awards for some of the largest 
black bears harvested in 2021. Third place went to Nick Shimel for 
his 345-pound boar, Robert Porter took second at 471 pounds, 
and Anthony Tarkowski placed first with a 486-pound bear. 

The men recounted their successful hunts for convention 
attendees and gave thanks for the recognition. 

“I’m so happy I found out about the Michigan Bear Hunters 
Association,” Tarkowski said. m

Around 450 hunters and conservationists, including numerous 
lawmakers and outdoor policy experts, converged on Shanty 

Creek Resorts in 2022 for the MBHA's annual convention.
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MBHA’s annual swim event draws big 
youth turnout
By Victor Skinner

The Michigan Bear Hunters Association’s annual hound swim 
event in June drew dozens to the Clam River Houndsman Club in 
Falmouth, including an impressive turnout of youth participants. 

“It was a great day. Lots of great prizes and venders. Perfect 
weather,” MBHA Director Elisa Kwapis said. “The amount of youth 
there this year was great to see. One of the higher numbers we’ve 
seen in a while. 

“The adult swim numbers were down, but I think there were 
some key factors that played into that,” Kwapis said. 

The youth swim included 30 entries, about triple the normal 
participation, with recognition for first, second, and third-place 
winners after multiple heats. Winners included Kyler Ellison in 
first place with his dog Whiskey, followed by Conner Ellison in 
second with Easy, and Kinley Eising in third with Rocky. 

The adult swim included 54 dogs that competed in nine heats 
before a final swim off to select the winners. 

“A lot of dogs for the kids swim were also in the adult swim,” 
Kwapis said. “We usually have about 110 dogs, but this year we 
had a very low number.”

“We only had 21 dogs going into the final, so we had one big 
swim off,” she said. 

Kwapis’ dog Primo took first place in the event, while Doug 
Pretty took second with his dog Goofy. Third place went to John 
Rubel and his dog Rocky. 

Other contests at the event included a two-dog bear bay and 
three-dog bear bay, as well as a treeing contest. 

Those events involved bear simulations on the ground and in a 
tree, with winners selected by the number and intensity of barks. 

Andrew Evart won the three-dog bay, and Don Satkowaik took 
the top prize for the two-dog bay, while Don Satkowiak won the 
treeing contest. Konner Ellison won the youth bay contest, and 
Cole Winkleman won the youth treeing event. 

“This year I want to say we were around 80 people there” 

competing, Kwapis said. “There were probably 100-150 people 
total.”

Kawpis said several factors likely contributed to the lower 
turnout for 2022.

“I think gas prices was the main thing, and some dogs got kennel 
cough,” she said, adding that event organizers sent out a warning 
about having updated vaccinations and warning participants not 
to bring dogs with kennel cough. “There’s probably 30 dogs alone 
(that didn’t come because of kennel cough), just from that.”

Overall, the annual MBHA-sponsored swim went smoothly, 
with a break for lunch and door prizes from sponsors, she said. 

“This is the first year in six years it didn’t rain on the event, so 
it was a good year concerning that,” Kwapis said. 

The event was the last of three sponsored by Michigan’s largest 
hunting dog clubs – MBHA, Michigan Hunting Dog Federation 
and the UP Bear Houndsmen – though other swim trials are held 
throughout the year across the state. 

More information on the events is available on the Michigan 
Swim Dogs Facebook page. 

In Falmouth, the MBHA swim featured a number of sponsors 
and vendors that played a key role in making the event a success. 
Donations for the event came from the MBHA, Lake City Feed, 
dogsRtreed, Kwapis’ M5 Creations, the Clam River Houndsman 
Club, and Ringtail Outfitters. 

The MBHA offered merchandise and membership sign-ups, 
while Ringtail Outfitters came with Garmins, tracking collars, dog 
leashes, tie-outs, coon calls and other items. 

The Clam River Houndsman Club provided lunch and ran the 
concessions stand, as well as the baying and treeing contests. m 

Youth winners at the MBHA's annual dog swim contest included 
(L to R) Kyler Ellison in first with Whiskey, Conner Ellison in 

second with Easy, and Kinley Eising in third with Rocky.

The MBHA's annual dog swim contest at the Clam River 
Houndsman Club in Falmouth on June 18 featured 30 dogs in the 

youth event and 52 in the adult swim.
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but there’s a number of other statutes and executive orders … 
that bear” on the issue. 

Conservation leaders raised concerns with the references in 
the furbearer memorandum and DNR officials agreed to remove 
the references. But the conflict didn’t sit well with MUCC, which 
spearheaded Citizens for Professional Wildlife Management. 

MUCC confronted the DNR about the dispute, and the response 
from Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s administration was concerning:

“The questions pertaining to where particular authorities reside 
are important for both the department and the commission to 
carry out their duties. Presently, the commission and department 
are working together to further clarify some of those questions 
and are doing so in conjunction with the attorney  general’s office. 
Further, no changes from historic practices in how orders are 
developed or executed will be made until or unless that review 
recommends that changes are necessary.”

“It’s all about as clear as mud, and the matter is still under 
consideration and probably will be for a while,” Baird said. “In 
the meantime, … we’re going to maintain the old status quo and 
try to figure out the legalities involved.”

“It’s really quite complicated, legally,” he said. 
The situation has some sportsmen nervous because Michigan 

Attorney General Dana Nessel has worked tirelessly to keep gray 
wolves under federal protections, advocated for expanding gun 
control, and aligned herself with animal rights activists.

The developments motivated MUCC to hold emergency meetings 
with folks who helped craft Proposal G, and none “remember 
any discussions about the old statute,” MUCC Executive Director 
Amy Trotter said. 

Most everyone involved in Michigan conservation assumed 
Proposal G superseded any older laws. 

MUCC officials consulted with the Michigan Resource Stewards, 
comprised of retired DNR and Department of Environmental 
Quality professionals, as well as MUCC’s wildlife committee and 
others, and it was “all-in on the NRC as the decision-maker,” 
Trotter said. 

“It’s my feeling talking to members and partners, they desire 
that authority in the NRC’s hands,” she said. 

Those conversation prompted an interim resolution from the 
Michigan Resource Stewards for MUCC’s annual convention. The 

...continued from cover proposal, titled “Reaffirmation of MUCC’s dedication and belief in 
Proposal G and an independent, transparent Natural Resources 
Commission,” is expected to gain approval when members vote 
in Lansing on June 24.

The resolution recounts MUCC’s efforts over the years to grant 
the NRC exclusive authority to regulate fish and game, and calls 
on the organization to “take action to ensure Proposal G’s original 
intent is upheld.”

“The current DNR administration has found and applied a section 
of Michigan statute that most everyone that was superseded 
when Proposal G was passed in 1996. This section of law, MCL 
324.40107, gives the DNR the authority to set bag limits and 
quotas, season dates, and geographic boundaries of units. Under 
this interpretation of the law the NRC would only have authority 
over method and manner of take, equipment, and things like 
baiting and APRs,” a backgrounder on the proposal reads. 

“The DNR has begun to publicly wield this authority in a manner 
that subverts the intent and spirit of Proposal G, and is the first 
administration to separate this power publicly,” according to the 
document. 

The Michigan Bear Hunters Association played a key role in 
promoting both Proposal G and the 2014 citizens petition to 
enshrine the NRC’s sole authority to manage fish and wildlife in 
the state constitution. 

The NRC’s seven members represent a variety of Michigan 
outdoor interests, from hunters to former DNR officials, to 
lawmakers and conservation leaders. The diversity makes it 
difficult, if not impossible, for politics to overrule reason and 
science, and that’s precisely why MBHA President Keith Shafer 
said the organization plans to support the MUCC proposal in 
Lansing. 

“It’s very important to have that separation between the NRC 
and DNR,” Shafer said. “The director of the DNR is one individual 
appointed by the governor, whereas the NRC is usually appointed 
by a couple different governors and they have to have a consensus 
on things.”

The MUCC proposal requires a two-thirds majority vote of 
members to become official policy. 

DNR officials did not respond to a request for comment. m

MUCC Proposal G
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Dear MBHA
Thanks for 76 years 
of protecting 
bears and bear 
hunting.
A Grateful Hunter 

CONSERVATION ROUNDUP

WILDLIFE HUNTING CONTESTS
Legislation to outlaw wildlife hunting contests on federal 

land is moving through Congress, most recently in the House 
Subcommittee on Livestock and Foreign Agriculture. HR 7398, 
sponsored by Tennessee Democrat Rep. Steve Cohen, is 
supported by allies with the animal rights movement including 
House Natural Resources Committee Chairman Raul Grijalva. 

The bill would prohibit contests involving coyotes, fox and 
bobcats, while allowing them for turkeys, deer and field trials 
affiliated with national organizations, according to the U.S. 
Sportsmen’s Alliance. 

USSA contends the bill would further restrict states already 
struggling to control unchecked coyote population growth 
throughout the country by forbidding predator contests on lands 
controlled by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, US Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, and National Park Service. 

“Wildlife contest bills stigmatize organized events where 
people hunt wildlife for recreation,” explained Todd Adkins, Vice 
President of Government Affairs for the Sportsmen’s Alliance. 
“But this legislation is just a first step. How is a coyote contest 
any different than a fishing derby or a big buck contest? It’s not, 
and that is how we know where the animal extremists will head 
next if they push this measure through the Congress.”

USSA is urging sportsmen and women to contact their 
congressman and urge opposition to HR 7398. 
MASSACHUSETTS DOG REGULATIONS

Lawmakers in Massachusetts are considering some of the most 
restrictive measures for dog owners in the entire country with 
Senate Bill 1322, “An Act Protecting the Health and Safety of 
Puppies and Kittens in Cities and Towns,” sponsored by Democrat 
Senate President Harriette Chandler. 

The bill: creates rules about “responsible” breeding without 
defining the term; allows cities and towns to determine 
the number of dogs kennel licensees can keep; mandates 
unannounced inspections with online reports; requires the state 
to create rules for dog housing and handling; mandates training 
on dog handling, body language, behavior, and socialization; and 
prohibits the sale of dogs in public areas. 

“Senate Bill 1322 is a major infringement on the rights of law-
abiding dog owners in the entire country,” said Todd Adkins, 

USSA’s vice president of government affairs. “These restrictions 
apply to commercial kennels and to hobby breeders as well 
as boarding and training kennels, including those that service 
sportsmen and women who are seeking hunting dog training.”

Anti-hunting interests have unsuccessfully used similar 
approaches to attempt to restrict hunting dog owners in Michigan. 
Those efforts - to define when and how dogs can be outside, or 
the specific temperatures in their kennels - have been repeatedly 
thwarted by strong advocacy from the MBHA, Michigan Hunting 
Dog Federation, and UP Bear Houndsmen, though anti-hunters 
continue to relentlessly pursue regulations. 
RHODE ISLAND “COST OF CARE” LAW 

Rhode Island lawmakers are considering legislation that would 
allow the state to charge dog owners for the cost of care of their 
dogs if subject to an animal cruelty investigation, even if that 
investigation proves their innocence. 

Current Rhode Island law requires a person found guilty of 
animal cruelty to pay for all costs associated with keeping 
and caring for dogs involved, but House Bill 8303 would force 
anyone charged with the offense to pay those costs, even when 
exonerated. 

The mandatory payments in the bill would incentivize the Rhode 
Island Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals to seize 
animals because they would get paid regardless of whether 
accusations are proven in court, USSA argues. 

The bill would also allow the RISPCA to set the costs for care, 
and permit the agency to sue dog owners to recover the charges. 
Those unable to pay would lose their dogs. 

“HB 8303 denies dog owners due process by forcing them to 
pay fines, under the guise of animal welfare even before their 
case goes to trial,” USSA’s Adkins said. “We believe that shelters 
should get reimbursed for costs associated with bringing an actual 
animal abuser to justice, but like all Americans, dog owners are 
entitled to the presumption of innocence.”

Adult winners at the MBHA's annual dog swim contest included 
(L to R) John Rubel with Rocky in third, Doug Pretty with Goofy in 

second, and Elisa Kwapis's dog Primo in first.
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NORTH CAROLINA BEARS
A decision by the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission 

to allow bear hunting in three sanctuaries in response to increasing 
conflicts is sparking a backlash from anti-hunting interests. 

The US Forest Service requested the commission allow hunting 
in three sanctuaries covering 92,500 acres of southern North 
Carolina mountains, where bear hunting has been banned since 
1971, according to The Guardian. 

The request ignited an uproar from animal rights advocates and 
anti-hunters, who flooded the commission with comments on the 
proposal. Despite the pushback, the commission approved the 
measure in late February. 

State biologists estimate the bear population has increased from 
fewer than 1,000 statewide in 1971 to about 25,000, with about 
7,000 to 8,000 living in the mountains. Biologists said the current 
growth rate is 5%, but the goal is to stabilize the population with 
0% growth, the Citizen Times reports. 

State officials contend the limited hunt, initially with a few 
permits for two- or three-day hunts, including some with hounds, 
is consistent with the state’s bear management plan, and will 
help to stabilize the population and reduce increasingly common 
conflicts and vehicle collisions. 

“I don’t think we would be fully human if we did not feel 
compassion for bears and other animals as individuals,” he 
said. “But the Wildlife Resources Commission is tasked with 
managing wild animal populations. If not for the management 
by the Wildlife Resources Commission over the past 75 years, 
there would probably not be any bears at all in North Carolina.”

Anti-hunters, meanwhile, are committed to fighting the decision, 
arguing that no hunting is the best option for bears to manage 
themselves. 

“PETA reminds the North Carolina Wildlife Resources 
Commission that bears are not living targets for gun nuts, that 
they can manage their own populations based on available 
resources, and that there are always humane solutions for dealing 
with real or perceived conflicts with wildlife,” the group said in 
a statement.

Democrat state Rep. Pricey Harrison, D-Greensboro, is backing 
anti-hunters with House Bill 1072 to “Prohibit Killing Bears in 
Bear Sanctuaries,” which is receiving a flood of support from 
animal rights activists. 

The bill, however, is unlikely to gain approval in a Republican 
controlled General Assembly that’s eager to end a short session 
later this month following a record 16-month long session in 
2021. 
VIRGINIA RIGHT TO RETRIEVE

Virginia landowners are suing the state’s Department of Wildlife 
Resources over a controversial right to retrieve law that allows 
hunters to go onto private property to retrieve their hunting dogs. 

Plaintiffs in the case, which include a horse boarding business 
owner and a hunting business owner, allege they’ve “been subject 
to repeated invasions by hunters and their dogs acting under 
the color of lawful authority” and those encounters have led to 
damages, including livestock deaths and lost property value. 

“This case goes to the very definition of private property,” said 
Daniel Woislaw, lead attorney for the plaintiffs, told The Virginia 

Mercury. “The right to exclude trespassers from private property 
is one of the fundamental things that makes property private. 
And when the government takes away that right, then it has to 
compensate property owners for that under the Constitution.” 

Hunting deer with hounds is a longstanding tradition in Virginia, 
and the right to retrieve has become a big issue with landowners, 
some of which have set snare traps for hounds. The General 
Assembly, however, has upheld a 1938 law that allows the right 
to retrieve by rejecting repeated proposals to amend or abolish it. 

Recreational hunting business owner Robert Pierce contends 
hunters have pulled posts from his gates in pursuit of their dogs, 
which constantly disrupt hunters on his property. 

“The hunting dogs have become such a nuisance on the Blue 
Wing Property that Mr. Pierce has installed a kennel to house 
dogs that can be captured and kept awaiting retrieval by their 
owners,” the lawsuit reads. 

The plaintiffs contend the state’s right to retrieve law is “an 
uncompensated physical taking of their property” and are asking 
the court for compensation, according to the Mercury. 

The landowners are backed by the Pacific Legal Foundation, 
which also successfully represented property owners in a recent 
Supreme Court case from California. In that case, Chief Justice 
John Roberts quoted Supreme Court precedent that found “the 
right to exclude is ‘universally held to be a fundamental element 
of the property right,’ and is ‘one of the most essential sticks 
in the bundle of rights that are commonly characterized as 
property.’” m
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MBHA/Bill Walker - Scholarship Application
Application Deadline: December 31, 2022

I. ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION

Social Security Number: _____________________________ Date of Birth: ______________________________________

First Name: ___________________________  MI: ______ Last: _____________________________________________

Home Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ________________________________  State: _________________________  Zip Code: ____________________

Home Phone Number: (__________) ___________________ Email Address: _____________________________________

Secondary School Name: ________________________________________________________________________________

Accounting Department Address: __________________________________________________________________________

City: ________________________________  State: _________________________  Zip Code: ____________________

School Phone Number: ______________________________ Student Account Number: ____________________________

II. CAREER INFORMATION

Name of College/Technical Institute: _______________________________________________________________________

Major/Vocation: _______________________________________________________________________________________

III. MBHA INFORMATION

(You do not need to be a member of MBHA)

Approximate starting date of MBHA membership: ____________________________________________________________

Dependent of a MBHA member/relationship to the member: ____________________________________________________

Members Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: (__________) ____________________________________________________________________________

Approximate starting date of MBHA membership: ____________________________________________________________
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IV. ACADEMIC INFORMATION
Submit an official transcript.  
To be official: The high school transcript must be an original document that includes the high school seal or 

the signature of a high school official. The college or technical institute transcript must be printed on security 
sensitive paper and contain the university seal and the signature of the university registrar. Copies or computer 
print-outs will not be accepted as OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS.

V. NARRATIVE
Attach a one page narrative - no more than 300 words - in response to each of the following questions:

• What are your views on hunting and on natural resources?
• What are your career aspirations?

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
To assist the MBHA scholarship board in the selection of scholarship recipients, please provide two written recommendations. 

Letters of recommendation must be dated after Jan. 14, 2022.

CERTIFICATION
I certify that all information contained in this nomination form is true and factual. I agree that MBHA may use my name and 

likeness and any other information or materials provided by me in connection to this organization for purposes of news, publicity 
and advertising mail media, including but not limited to, print and electronic media and Internet web-sites.

Signature of Applicant: ________________________________________________________________________________

Submit the following unfolded 
in a manila envelope:

1. Scholarship Application Form 

2. Complete Narrative

3. Two Letters of Recommendation

4. Official High School or College/Technical Institute Transcript 

• Individual must have a G.P.A. of 2.0 or better.

• Mail  Application to:   Saundra May, 565 East Sheldon Street ,  Gaylord,  MI  49735.  (Please call  
248-854-6273 with any questions prior to submission date.)

• Successful recipients will receive a single one-time scholarship and will be asked to attend our annual convention in March. 
Recipient will receive a free ticket to the convention and banquet.

• Scholarship money may be used only to attend a college or technical institute.  MBHA sends all award money directly to 
the institution. 

MBHA/Bill Walker - Scholarship Application
Application Deadline: December 31, 2022
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New Member Sign-up & Renewal

Sponsoring Member ______________________________________________  

New Member ___________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________

City ___________________________________________________________

Phone  Day (_____)___________________  Night (_____)_______________

Email _________________________________________________________

We need your help to strengthen the Michigan Bear Hunters Association and Michigan Bear Hunters Conservation Association.  
Sign up your friends and relatives and invite them to go hunting with you or to one of many MBHA - Sponsored events.  As an added 
incentive, for every new member you sign up, your name will be entered into a drawing to win. Once we have 15 names in the hat 
we'll draw for a winner at one of our bi-monthly meetings. The winner will receive two dinner tickets to our annual convention.  Mail 
your membership to:  Phil Hewitt,  7796 Ainsworth Rd. Lake Odessa, MI 48849

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

MBHA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
PRESIDENT Shafer, Keith ..................... Central Lake, MI ...............(231)313-3529 .................. kshafer@mibearhunters.org

VICE-PRESIDENT Keller, Elijah ............................Tustin, MI .....................(231)429-6698 ................... ekeller@mibearhunters.org

TREASURER Butcher, Chuck ...................... Gaylord, MI ...................(989)732-1449 ................ cbutcher@mibearhunters.org

SECRETARY Patton, Laura .....................East Jordan, MI ................(231)676-3029 ................... lpatton@mibearhunters.org

MEMBERSHIP Hewitt, Phil ........................Lake Odessa, MI ...............(616)862-2901 ...................phewitt@mibearhunters.org

BEAR FACTS EDITOR Skinner, Victor ..................... Muskegon, MI .................(315)525-8069 ..................... editor@mibearhunters.org

PAST PRESIDENTS Hewitt, Phil ........................Lake Odessa, MI ...............(616)862-2901 ...................phewitt@mibearhunters.org
  McVannel, Brett ................ Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)370-1848 ....................cowboys1971@yahoo.com
	 	 Huff,	Rusty ....................... Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)786-4060 ............................huffc40@hotmail.com
	 	 Huff,	Troy ......................... Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)731-0732 ............................hufft1010@gmail.com

DIRECTORS Congdon, Jason ..................Pinconning, MI .................(989)295-6680 ............... jcondgon@mibearhunters.org
  Davis, Jim ........................... Applegate, MI .................(810)404-2950 ..................... jdavis@mibearhunters.org
  Dawson, Doug .......................Bellaire, MI ....................(231)633-0149 ................ddawson@mibearhunters.org
  Dollaway, Tyler .......................Bellaire, MI ....................(231)350-3710 ............... tdollaway@mibearhunters.org
  Druckenmiller, Brian .......... Central Lake, MI ...............(231)330-1740 .......bdruckenmiller@mibearhunters.org
  Hopp, Brett ............................ Gaylord, MI ...................(989)710-1045 ...........................brett.hopp@gmail.com
	 	 Huff,	Blake	 ...................... Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)464-5751  .....................bhuff@mibearhunters.org
	 	 Huff,	Keith ........................ Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)732-3180 ................ sherryandkeithh@yahoo.com
  Kintner, Tony ........................ Fife Lake, MI ..................(231)499-8706 .................. tkintner@mibearhunters.org
  Krepps, Craig .......................... Leroy, MI .....................(906)630-1951 ................. ckrepps@mibearhunters.org
  Kwapis, Elisa ........................... Leroy, MI .....................(989)370-5502 ................. ekwapis@mibearhunters.org
  Kwapis, Stan .................... Johannesburg, MI ..............(989)350-1383 ................. skwapis@mibearhunters.org
	 	 Lansing,	Rex	 ..........................Attica, MI .....................(810)656-5685 ................. rlansing@mibearhunters.org
  May, Sandy ........................... Gaylord, MI ...................(248)854-6273 .................. tenyeardegree@yahoo.com
  Patton, Laura .....................East Jordan, MI ................(231)676-3029 ................... lpatton@mibearhunters.org
  Schaub, Kevin .....................Mancelona, MI .................(231)624-0066 .................kschaub@mibearhunters.org
  Schneider, Delynne ............. Beaverton, MI .................(989)205-8349 ............ dschneider@mibearhunters.org
  Sherry, Matthew .....................Allegan, MI ....................(616)610-7612 ....................matth00sherry@gmail.com
  Tice, Shawn ............................ Filion, MI .....................(989)975-6844 .......................stice@mibearhunters.org
	 	 Wiltse,	Ranelle ..................... Ellsworth, MI  .................(231)675-8524 ....................rwiltse@mibearhunters.org

   Youth membership: $15

   Single Membership: $25

   Family Membership: $40

   Single Family Membership: $350

   Family Life Membership: $500
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Children's Clothing
T-Shirts  Small to XLarge                                 $10.00
Hooded Sweatshirts   Small to Xlarge          $25.00 
Crew Sweatshirts  Small to XLarge               $20.00 

Item Description Color Size Quantity Price Each

Subtotal
6% Michigan State Sales Tax Shipping
is included in merchandise prices Total
Name 
Address
City State Zip
Phone email
Please make checks payable to:  
Michigan Bear Hunters Conservation Association (MBHCA)
Send Orders to:  Rex Lansing 734 North Force Rd Attica, MI 48412 
Email questions to rlansing@mibearhunters.org

$25.01 - $50.00                                                 $9.95                         
$50.01 - $75.00                                                 $11.95
$75.01 - $100.00                                              $12.95
$100.01 - $150.00                                            $14.95
$150.01 and up                                                $16.95 

Order Form

Small to Xlarge                                                  $20.00

Clothing colors available:  
           Grey, Black, Dark Green, Navy & Orange
Adult T-Shirts
Small to XLarge                                                    $16.00
2XLarge to 3XLarge                                             $20.00 
 

Adult Crew Sweatshirts
Small to XLarge                                                  $25.00              
2XLarge to 3XLarge                                           $30.00               

Hats
Mesh Hats                                                                          $18.00
     Orange&Grey       Pink&Grey        Camo&Tan
    Grey&White    Grey&Black

Adult Long Sleeve T-Shorts

Water Bottle 32 oz Green&Black Stainless Steel    $18.00

License Plate         Stainless Steel                                 $35.00
Patch                                                                                   $7.00

Embroidered Hat        Orange                                         $18.00
Cups
Coffee Mug 18 oz Black Stainless Steel                     $13.00
Tumbler 12 oz Black Stainless Steel                           $13.00
Tumbler 20 oz Blue Stainless Steel                             $16.00                    

Michigan Bear Hunters Association Promotional Merchandise
Order On Line at www.mibearhunters.org

Click the Store Tab for more details

Total Price

2XLarge to 3XLarge                                          $22.00        order amount                                                shipping cost                         
$0.00 - $25.00                                                   $8.95

Adult Hooded Sweatshirts
Small to XLarge                                                   $30.00
2XLarge to 3XLarge                                            $35.00

Window Decal                                                                   $2.00
                                 Shipping Calculation

License Plate          White                                                 $7.00
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